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PODCAST AND BLOG NEWS
Since the last issue of The Change Conversation, a new episode
of the ChangeStories podcast was released on 20th November.
In this episode, I talked to Sally Dhillon about diversity and
inclusion at work. We touched on the impact of Covid on
gender roles, what excellent companies are doing to include
diversity and inclusion in their business decision making and
what companies need to do better.
Have a listen and let me know what you think!
I've also been recording lots of new episodes that are due to be
released in 2021. Lots of interesting content to look forward to
including discussions about branding and corporate
communications, wellbeing at work and becoming more
resilient. To keep up to date with the podcast, you can subscribe
here.
My latest blog discusses how my model of stealthy change can
beat change fatigue. You can take a look here.
This blog outlines some approaches that I have used over the
years to reduce change fatigue and resistance.
I'm also delighted to say that the Business Transformation
Network is going to be running a series of my blogs this month
as well as some new content that I am creating exclusively for
them in 2021. There are some amazing contributors in the
network. Take a look here.

READING LIST
In November, I delivered a number of
workshops and presentations about using
stories and conversations to drive change.
As well as discussing my own work, I also
like to share insights from other writers
and researchers.
This month, I really enjoyed reading and
sharing some of the learning that I took
from Shawn Callahan's Book, Putting
Stories to Work. Shawn is a true guru in
the field of business storytelling and there
are some great insights in this book.
I also enjoyed Jonathan Gottschall's The
Storytelling Animal which provides insight
into the neuroscience, psychology and
evolutionary biology aspects of why we are
drawn to stories. It is a very entertaining
read and has lots of anecdotes and
examples of storytelling in practice. If you
are interested in improving your own
storytelling, they are both worth a read.

LISTENING LIST
This month, it's more of a watching and listening list
for me. I attended one of Steve Hearsum's webinars
which he ran with Naomi Stanford. This is still
available to listen to on YouTube in the link above.
This forms part of a series of webinars where he
considers why as practitioners and leaders, we are
often looking for the magic answer, the "silver bullet"
that will solve our change issues.
In his inquiry with Naomi and other attendees he
considers what needs to be done differently, so that
we can move on from chasing this silver bullet and
also what this means for the role of consultants and
change practitioners.
I found it to be a really thought provoking session
which made me consider my own practice and also
how I work with clients to manage their
expectations about dealing with the complexity of
change.

INTERESTING
RESEARCH

I wrote a blog post a while
back about productivity
during lockdown and so I was
interested to read this
research from Harvard
Business School which
outlines really clearly how
working patterns have
changed as we work from
home.
The research shows how
meetings have increased as
well as email volume, all
measures which might
suggest an increase in
productivity but also
highlights the blurring of
boundaries between personal
and work ife that have
occurred.
I have had many conversations
recently with people who are
concerned about their own
levels of fatigue or concerned
about the work life balance
and wellbeing of their teams.

"As a leader, make a point of
being present, being attuned to
your team, and really talking
to them and learning about
what they’re going through. In
the navy, we call this ‘walking
the deck plates."

Admiral John Richardson

I recently recorded a podcast
episode with Lorraine
Checklin, a workplace wellness
and mindfulness teacher. She
discussed some useful free
resources that are available to
help.

Mind have some amazing
resources for assessing
workplace wellbeing. West
MIdlands Combined Authority
also have a free programme
which is suitable for
employers.
As we approach Christmas, its
a good opportunity to take
some time to reflect on what
has been a very difficult 2020
and also to reset for 2021. This
opportunity to take stock and
rest is so important, as
highlighted in this article by
McKinsey.
In a conversation with Admiral
John Richardson from the US
Navy, the article offers
suggestions for leaders about
how to re-energise themselves
and their teams.
In particular, he highlights the
importance of acceptance and
recovery to cope with difficult
times.
I hope that you have the
opportunity to rest and reset
at some point before the end
of 2020 and here's hoping for
a better 2021!

THE IMPORTANCE OF REFLECTIVE PRACTICE IN CHANGE
An important focus of my change work is encouraging people to take more time to reflect during change
programmes. Often, as in much of working life, there is a pressure to be continually active. However, there are
many benefits to taking time out to reflect at regular intervals during a change. This provides an opportunity to
reflect on how things are going and reset some key change activities.
There is also an opportunity to engage with employees and get their views on the change, listen to their stories
and use these to build an engaging story about the change that is taking place. As Charles Duhigg says, "If you
listen to enough stories, patterns emerge that were once hidden".
If we take the time to engage and listen to employees during a change programme, we can hear their stories
and identify themes that might relate to how they see the organisation and their role within it. We can then
use these themes to inform change activities and communications to create a more engaging story of change.
Appreciative inquiry research suggests that carrying forward something of value from the past can make a
change more engaging for employees. But, if we don't know what it is about the organisation that they find
engaging, that is impossible to do. Taking time to reflect enables us to understand the history of the
organisation and the key cultural aspects of the organisation that might act as an anchor or barrier to change.
My own research showed that these aspects are really important to understand during a change but often not
discussed or considered. Taking time to discuss and reflect on the past of the orgnisation is a key aspect of my
ChangeStory practice and enables organisations to achieve change more quickly and with more engagement.
To find out more about how to do this in practice, do get in touch .

THINGS TO DO

This month on 16th December,
I am running a free workshop
about storytelling in business.
Storytelling is an important
skill in business. Research
shows that stories are 7 times
more memorable than facts.
In the workshop, I will share
examples of real life stories
that are used in business and
participants will also have the
opportunity to start crafting
their own story. At the end of
the session, participants will
have an action plan to follow
to create their own powerful
story and a set of tools to
enable them to use these
stories effectively.

LET'S HAVE A
CONVERSATION
Do get in touch with your
ideas, stories or questions.

This workshop is aimed at
business leaders, business
owners and anyone else who is
interested in storytelling in a
work context. It would be
great to see you there!

I'm also hosting another event
with Rob Robson on 21st
January 2021, where we share
our approaches to leading
change differently and more
effectively.
We normally only run this in
house for clients but after the
success of an open course that
we ran in September, we are
doing it again.
In this one day session, we
discuss the myths that impact
on our ability to achieve
change, how to use
conversation and dialogue to
drive change and also the
Apter e-motivation model and
how motivations and
emotions impact on change.
To find out more about our
approach and what we will
discuss on the day, you can
listen to the ChangeStories
podcast episode that I
recorded with Rob earlier this
year.

